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ABSTRACT:

Despite his Pulitzer a d the No el Prize, He i g a ’s The “u  Also Rises, A Fare ell to Ar s, a d For 
Whom the Bell Tolls rank among the top one-hundred challenged and banned American classics. 

Hemingway has experienced perhaps the greatest range of censoring among American writers, 

challenges collecting under broad rubrics--political, religious, sexual, social: The Sun Also Rises,1926 

(sex, alcohol, decadence); A Farewell to Arms, 1929 (banned in Boston for politics, sex, language); To 

Have and Have Not, 1937 (only book banned in America [Detroit] in 1938--for immoralities, at the 

instigation of Catholic church); For Whom the Bell Tolls, 1941 (denied the Pulitzer Prize for political, 

se ual, a d la guage issues . Ce sori g also affe ted He i g a ’s short stories: the pu lisher of 
He i g a ’s first stor  olle tio  I  Our Ti e, 9  pulled Up i  Mi higa  for se ual e pli it ess; 
“ ott  e a e Julia  i  The “ o s of Kili a jaro  9 , follo i g “ ott Fitzgerald’s protest of the 

u istaka le allusio  i  “ ott.  Challe gi g a d a i g Er est He i g a ’s fi tio  re i d a  a are 
reader of the threat inherent in all book-banning to the Constitutional guarantees of free speech and 

expression. This Hemingway study will particularly emphasize assessments of Hemingway--the writer 

and the man--suggested  his short stories sele ted also telli g,  stories ot sele ted   ajor 
publishers for anthologies widely adopted by public schools, 1930s-1970s—i.e., from the height of 

He i g a ’s reputatio  i  his lifeti e through the first ge eratio  follo i g his death. 

BACKGROUND:

• Ernest Hemingway was born in 1899, and in his lifespan 

published seven novels, six short-story collections, and 

two non-fiction works

• He was raised in Illinois and after high school he enlisted 

with the World War I ambulance drivers and this 

experience influenced many of his works

• Worked in Journalism before publishing any of his works, 

but is now renowned for his novels including The Sun Also 

Rises, A Farewell to Arms, and For Whom the Bell Tolls

• Despite his 1953 Pulitzer Prize and 1954 Nobel Prize, these 

three orks still ra k a o g the Literar  Asso iatio ’s list 
of the top one-hundred banned and Challenged classics

• After being almost killed in two successive plane crashes, 

Hemingway took up permanent residences in Cuba as well 

as Key West, Florida where his house still stands as a 

monument (as depicted left)

• Committed suicide in home in Ketchum, Idaho in 1961

• Despite many challenges and failed attempts at 

publication, he is still widely regarded as one of the most 

popular literary authors of all time

TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT:

Although a  of He i g a ’s short stories a d pu li atio s are perti e t to pro idi g e ide e for 
Dr. Fe ster aker’s resear h, the fo us is pla ed ai l  o  the e a ples of a i g, e sorship, a d 

challenged works within his novel, To Have and Have Not. Sections of it were first published in 

Cosmopolitan in 1934 as a short stor  u der a differe t title, O e Trip A ross , ut  as first pu lished  
as a o plete o el i  9   “ ri er’s, ith a first editio  pri t of appro i atel  ,  opies. The 

book centers on the story of fishing boat Captain Harry Morgan, who is an honest man but is forced into 

illegal activity running contraband materials between Cuba and Florida in attempt to provide for his 

financially struggling family. It was first banned in Detroit after a patron of the Detroit Public Library  

rought a o plai t, dee i g the o el i oral , a d it as re o ed fro  li raries a d ookstores 
both in Detroit and Queens, NY. To Have and Have Not was the only banned book in the U.S. in 1938.

METHODOLOGY AND POTENTIAL SETBACKS:

• As a research assistant, it has been my task to assist Dr. Fenstermaker in his research needs, 

which has included library work in textiles, obtaining resources and materials, photocopying, as 

well as gather data and data entry.

• My first task was obtaining the materials, but soon after I began to work on two distinctive 

proje ts to e efit Dr. Fe ster aker’s resear h: data olle tio  fro  ajor pu li atio s regardi g 
Hemingway being banned, challenged, or censored, and data entry from the indexes of two 

major anthologies.

• During data collection from the books on Hemingway, I was given the task of skimming each 

published work for specific Hemingway short stories and novels, and recording any information 

ithi  these ooks that ould e rele a t to the o erar hi g the e of He i g a ’s ork ei g 
challenged, banned, or censored in any way.

• “till i  the pro ess of data e tr , I a  tra ki g the short stories’ reprintings in literary anthologies, 

organizing each section first by year, and then by story. Potential setbacks in this scenario include 

the time consumption of going through each lengthy index one page at a time, but we have 

resolved this issue by scanning the pages into editable text documents for easier organization. 

CONTINUATION AND PRESENTATION OF WORK:

• Dr. Fenstermaker is currently using the information I am still in the process of compiling to further 

his own research concerning the total works of Hemingway in order to compile evidence and  

draw conclusions based on previously researched and current findings in regards to the main 

interest of his work: the banning of the novel To Have and Have Not.

• Dr. Fenstermaker plans to write a research paper to be presented at the July 2016 International 

Hemingway Conference in Oak Park, Illinois. He plans to prepare a paper for this conference that 

is 2,600 words.

• I  additio  to the He i g a  Co fere e, Dr. Fe ster aker’s ork ill also e pu lished i  a 
professional journal, at which time he will have written a 6,500 word scholarly research paper.

• As his research student, I plan to continue my data collection from the anthologies to compile 

into a single word document for easy electronic access to the placement of each short story.

• In addition, I will finish collecting data from the few books we have left, and apart from any 

extemporaneous tasks needed to be completed before the date of the first presentation, the 

collection and entry component of the tasks I have been given are on the horizons of completion.

CITATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:

Books utilized (in continuation):  The Only Thing That Counts: The Ernest Hemingway-Maxwell Perkins Correspondence (Edited by Matthew J. Bruccoli); The Lousy Racket: Hemingway, Scribners, and the Business of Literature (by Robert W. Trogdon); The Letters of Ernest Hemingway Volume 1: 1907-1922 (Cambridge University Press); 

The Letters of Ernest Hemingway Volume 2: 1923-1925 (Cambridge University Press);  Banned Books: Informal Notes on Some Books Banned for Various Reasons at Various Times, and in Various Places (by Anna Lyon Haight, 1955 edition); Purity in Print: Book Censorship in America From the Gilded Age to the Computer Age (by Paul S 

Boyer, 2nd Edition); 120 Banned Books: Censorship Histories of World Literature (by Nicholas Karolides, Margaret Bald, and Dawn B. Sova); The Language Police: How Pressure Groups Restrict What Students Learn (by Diane Ravitch, 2004 edition); Books on Trial: Red Scare in the Heartland (by Shirley A. Wiegand and Wayne A. Wiegand …

Anthologies utilized: Hanneman Literary Bilbliography (Section E, pages 209-246, 1969 edition); Hanneman Literary Bibliography (Section E, pages 81-100, 1975 edition)

QUOTE:

I' e tried to reduce profanity but I reduced so much 

profanity when writing the book that I'm afraid not 

much could come out. Perhaps we will have to 

consider it simply as a profane book and hope that the 

next book will be less profane or perhaps more 

sacred.

~Ernest Hemingway, in response to his banned and 

challenged works.
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